Appendix D

Priority Peaks and Trail Maintenance Schedule, 2018

Priority Peaks

Because these peaks are near the Front Range, they get heavy use and thus have a special need for Peak Steward attention. Peak Steward service on these peaks is especially important. Please consider serving as many days as possible on these peaks.

Mt. Bierstadt

Mt. Lincoln, Mt. Democrat, Mt. Bross (LDB): There is a serious private property access issue for Mt. Bross. CFI is committed to a special effort to educate hikers about the need to be respectful of private property and to stay on trails. Like other peaks in Colorado, these peaks have abandoned mines that pose a danger to hikers who stray from trails.

Quandary Peak – CFI fixed Site Crew

Mt. Sherman

Grays Peak and Torreys Peak

Mt. Evans - CFI fixed Site Crew

Mt Elbert - CFI fixed Site crew

Mt. Massive

CFI Trail Maintenance Schedule for 2018

It is helpful to CFI trail maintenance crews if a Peak Steward is onsite to talk with hikers. It gives us an opportunity to talk about the work of CFI and the Peak Steward program. Trail work is often above treeline and this gives Peak Stewards a special opportunity to discuss the fragility of the high alpine environment, keeping dogs on leash to protect wildlife, staying on trails, and weather.

Mt. Bierstadt: 8/17

Grays Peak and Torreys Peak: 7/11, 7/13, 8/4, 8/5, 8/18

Mt. Evans: 6/8 through 9/29

Mt. Elbert: 6/8 through 9/29

Mt. Columbia: 6/8 through 9/29

Mt. Quandary: 6/8 through 9/29